Challenged by market 
An agile methodology for ES
In recent years, agile software methodologies have been used increasingly in office and web projects. But because of the constraints of development environment and resources, and the diversity of technical backgrounds of individuals in the team of an embedded project, the core values proposed by agile alliance, such as interactions between individuals, customer collaboration, cannot be realized easily as in the office environments; so that agile software methodologies do not fit better in embedded domain.
The pillar of our new design methodology is to separate the system into two orthogonal dimensions: functionality and technicality; its core idea is that different dimensions need different programming paradigms.
In the dimension of functionality, it talks about the function, behavior and aesthetics of a system (what the system is supposed to do), and in the dimension of technicality, it is about the infrastructure (components, communication, and coordinators) to implement the functionality of a system (how the system does it). The components of functionality, usually applicationspecific, susceptible to changes of requirements, and of little reusability, need to be programmed expressively in order to introduce agility into development processes, adapting to changes; but the underlying techniques, such as concurrency, security, persistency and mobility, are usually efficiency-critical and can be reused in a variety of contexts, so need to be implemented efficiently.
In the context of our methodology, the declarative programming paradigm is taken in functionality and procedural programming in technicality.
Declarative programming languages are usually expressive; so that, declarative programming can facilitate to model the system, to specify the functions and behaviors of an embedded product, to adapt to the changes, and it can also quicken delivery of working software. The components of functionality run on the virtual machines, that, they can be verified, tested and evaluated on different platforms, such as prototyping platform, target device, or desktop environment.
Procedural programming languages (say C) are designated to build the infrastructure under some metaobject model, which serves the glue to integrate different components; the infrastructure gives supports to the virtual environment where the components of functionality run. Procedural programming can also yield efficient codes to meet the constraints of embedded systems.
The VM in our context takes a pivotal role; it is the interpreter of virtual instructions and also serves a mechanism to weave dynamically the technicality into the functionality. VMs make the components of functionality portable; and the portability in turn has many advantages, ranging from improved documentation and maintainability to more rapid re-targeting of the implementation (also agility in embedded context).
In order to adopt our new design methodology in engineering process of embedded system, a high level language, with common knowledge to developers with different technical backgrounds, must be designed to support such declarative programming.
This language must possess the following features: 1. Provides a high-level abstraction, with little knowledge specific to computer science; 2. Can be used to program the working system, not just to specify functionality; 3. Has a good tradeoff between expressivity and efficiency; 4. Has a glue logic to integrate different off-theshelf components; 5. Has a mechanism to weave different technical aspects together; 6. The code in such a language can be run at different platforms.
Design of Fuxi language
Fuxi language is so conceived to provide a facility of high-level abstraction of system functionalities, to make the computer-specific technologies invisible, and to present some neat features of computation common to different disciplines. Instead of invention of new language techniques, Fuxi takes a design philosophy: to combine the best ideas found in different languages within previous decades, through selecting some compatible features among these languages and merging them into a single approach in uniformity and conventional form.
The syntax can be summarized as a pseudo-formula as follows: <Fuxi>=<Java-like type frame>+ <Pattern-matching methods>
We can summarize the following language features of Fuxi: 1) it takes a conventional syntactic system similar to Java; so that, the programmers with some experience of C++, JAVA, can use the language without any training; 2) it merges calculation, inference and reaction into a unique setting; 3) some style modifiers guide the behavior of object.
Orthogonal stylization of objects
Object styles serve the semantic annotations, which guide the behavior of an object. Orthogonal stylization means that styles are orthogonal to the structural features of classes; a class can be instantiated with different styles, just as the colors are orthogonal to the spatial features of products. The built-in styles for objects in Fuxi include: active, mobile, persistent and remote. Stylization makes programmers concentrate on the logical design of classes, with little attention to technical implementation of these styles. The user-defined styles manifest the aspectoriented characteristics of Fuxi. It is very similar to Bryant's explicit programming. User-defined style includes two parts: style specification and style implementation.
The style specification is used to declare when, where and which procedure affiliated to the style is to be invoked. The dynamics of Fuxi is the patternmatching and unification. So, the style specification is just to declare a group of triggers; when execution goes to some point, and certain context pattern is matching with the parameters of a trigger, the routine defined in style implementation will be invoked. The names of these triggers are predefined as follows:
before ( 
Conclusion
With respect to the values proposed by Agile Alliance, we present a new agile methodology suitable for the embedded systems. Our new methodology is based orthogonal separation of concerns, which allows more effective exploration of alternative solutions; the core value of our methodology is that different concerns need different programming paradigms. Taken this methodology in mind, we designed and implemented a declarative language, Fuxi, to build the components of functionality; and C is used to implement the components of technicality under the Fuxi meta-object model. The components of functionality are running in virtual environments presented by Fuxi Abstract Machine; FAM also serves weaver of the components in the two dimensions.
Though our design methodology is proposed in the context of embedded systems, it can also be used in other domains, such as office and web projects.
